PRO-ACTIVE GREEN MOVEMENT ‘n PEACE VEHICLE
(Pro-Green MPV)

1.0 INTRODUCTION
PRO-GREEN MPV is a national non-governmental Organization inspired by the growing concern
and need for a people to people development initiatives, global warming, and the need for
peace and conflict resolution. The organization is established to inspire the community, specifically
the youth to take the initiative of being the leaders in building a peaceful society, environmental
conservation and the wellbeing of the entire community. Pro-Green Movement ‘n Peace Vehicle
was founded on 25th September 2014.

2.0 MISSION AND VISION
2.01 MISSION
To champion society cohesion, community self-reliance, sustainable development and youth
economic empowerment.

2.02 VISION
Toward people’s driven sustainable development, productive, safe and environmentally
conserved society in its innovativeness and creativity.

3.0 OBJECTIVES
We are defined by our quest for responsibility and accountability of the work of our hand that
aims at enhancing the community life characterized by more conserved surrounding. The society
diversity defines our scope of activities in nation building process.





To promote peace in the community.
Spearhead the people to people development process.
To prepare the country youth to joint world peace initiative and environmental protection.
To be the government partner that delivers services to the peoples.
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5.0 FINANCING
PRO-GREEN MPV is non profitable organization entirely run by youth with facilitation from its
advisory board and trustees. The organization source of finance is defined as below:
 First time joining membership fee of SSP 1,000
 Sponsorship from goodwill individuals or organization
 Fun raising events/activities
 The organization bank account shall be access by no more or less than 3 signatories of
which two must sign to withdraw any amount for a particular purpose.

6.0 Programmes
PRO-GREEN MPV has the following major programmes
6.01

Peace Advocacy and Conflict Prevention (PeACe)

Youth peace building to promoting society cohesion
This programme seeks to identify potential conflicts either between individuals, groups or society
and resolving those conflicts. The societal peace advocacy is the backbone of the peace building
initiatives. A complete peaceful coexistence can be realize by Youth Leadership & Management
so as to denounce violent in the society.
6.02

Health and Environmental Sustainability (HealErS)

Heal one's health and environment
Sustainable development is vital in environmental conservation. Incorporating environmental
consciousness in the developing state can lead to more productive developed national with no
destruction to its environment. This programme goals includes awareness and education through
HSE Day, Occupational Safety campaign, Distribution of pamphlet, fliers and other materials that
promote safe environment, Organized International Earth day as means of supporting the green
movement of environmental preservation, Emergency response volunteers, Community Outreach
initiatives and Green plantation initiatives, Fitness Day, Keep your city green and clean as well as
Research and Development targeting sustainable development and health. Through our slogan,
‘green is clean’, we can develop a sustainable South Sudan.
6.03

Livelihood and Education (LivE)

Toward youth entrepreneurship and self-sufficiency
The programme focus on agriculture, youth economic empowerment, community welfare and
education for all age group, gender, religion and ethnicity.
South Sudan has the riches of fertile land for farming that can be extended from small subsistence
farming to a food basket food producing state. Skilling local populous specially the illiterate to
practice agriculture that can generate incomes for themselves and their families would not only
result into food secure South Sudan but also promote peaceful coexistence between societies. This
programme also seeks to promote education for all ages and genders for people’s driven
development country wide.

